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INTRODUCTION

OUR MISSION IS TO PROTECT YOUR COMPANY’S ASSETS,
PEOPLE, PUBLIC IMAGE AND PROFITABILITY.

Labor disputes are, by design, disruptive to commerce. But they don’t have to be disastrous. By 
taking action well in advance, the worst can be avoided. The key is knowing what steps to 
take and when,  and having experienced, steady, highly trained and professional guidance 
available to provide necessary support before, during and after a labor dispute.

Strikes are among the most difficult and potentially costly workplace challenges that compa-
nies face. The only thing that is predictable about labor disputes is that, regardless of the 
length or outcome, routine daily workflow will be impacted. Beyond the obvious disruption 
that occurs once a strike gets underway, there may also be disruptions leading up to and 
through negotiations, which can be equally tense and unsettling for customers and employ-
ees alike.

FirstCall offers a full range of labor dispute management services designed to help small 
and large companies protect and maintain operations. Over two decades, FirstCall has 
developed a methodology to support management through the various phases of planning 
necessary to weather labor disputes with minimal loss of productivity, reputation, revenue 
and employee morale.
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EXPERIENCE &   APPROACH   MATTERS: THE  FIRSTCALL DIFFERENCE

Companies turn to FirstCall because of our balanced approach, our self-managed style, the high 
quality of our personnel and the added value we deliver. FirstCall adheres to a non-confronta-
tional approach. Our security services are performed with emphasis on customer service and 
maintaining optimum safety and positive post-strike relations. Security personnel usually wear 
non-confrontational business attire and adhere to a strict code of conduct, employing a “no 
weapons” policy. When more aggressive activity requires a higher profile deterrent, FirstCall can 
provide a full, tactical, uniformed presence.

FirstCall has the expertise needed to face any labor dispute calmly and confidently. Under 
stressful labor dispute conditions, FirstCall security teams strictly adhere to National Labor 
Relations Board (NLRB) regulations and avoid confrontation by keeping communications with 
labor dispute pickets to a minimum

Having managed many strikes at all levels of severity, we have helped some of the nation’s 
largest enterprises keep their businesses running smoothly while keeping their employees and 
property safe. This level of experience makes FirstCall your best ally before, during and 
after a labor crisis.

    We have 20 years of extensive, direct labor dispute security experience gained     
    through managing large, complex labor disputes involving multiple locations   
    across the enterprise.

    We offer our clients professional pre-strike consultation, management training   
    services and contingency planning support at no additional cost.
  
    We deploy our teams to maximize the use of local assets, which means that exorbitant  
   airfare and related travel expenses are not passed on to clients.

    Our nationwide footprint enables us to provide hands-on management and quality   
   assurance teams on-site to support our clients and agents throughout labor actions.

    We are very well versed in NLRB regulations and case law and are scrupulously compliant  
   with all industry, state and local licensing requirements.

    We employ only appropriately licensed strike security agents, all with prior military,  
    law enforcement and/or strike response-related experience.

    We work collaboratively with clients and offer lower retainer fees based on individual  
   company needs.



PREPARING FOR A LABOR DISRUPTION

We have assisted clients during labor disputes and have developed a variety of contingency 
plans for many other clients who averted strikes and lockouts in the negotiation process. 
When labor and management sit down at the bargaining table, they begin with good faith 
and the assumption that an agreement will be reached. But should negotiations fail, First-
Call’s pre-strike planning expertise will prove critical to peace of mind and optimal 
preparedness. This kind of preemptive preparation ensures that it will be business as usual 
– no matter what.

   Pre-Strike Planning Guide and Timeline: FirstCall conducts an on-site risk and security  
    needs assessment of your facility and key individuals at no charge and then works   
   with your team to customize a pre-strike plan specific to your facility.

   Employee Education: FirstCall conducts informative strike education sessions with   
    employees and management to ensure that everyone knows what to do, or not to   
    do, during a strike. This maintains morale and ensures that non-striking workers feel  
    confident that they are safe.

   Business Continuity Planning: We work with your team to integrate the action plans   
                and procedures to protect your employees and assets should a strike occur. This   
    benefits you and your organization in three ways:

   Insight – Key executives at FirstCall are well versed in the laws pertaining to strikes, as  
    well as the tactics used and how to guard against them.

   Efficiency – With specialized expertise and years of experience, your FirstCall security  
    consultant can provide you with a complete analysis and tactical plan that has been  
    field tested and will be thorough and easy to implement.

   Value – Pre-strike planning will pay dividends in peace of mind and productivity.   
    During negotiations, you and your team can concentrate on the work at hand, secure  
    in the knowledge that you are prepared.
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FirstCall’s approach enables our clients to focus on the negotiation and resolution process while 
leaving the safety and security of employees and facilities in the hands of a trusted security 
partner. Our experience enables businesses to survive the entire lifecycle of a labor dispute 
with minimal disruption, including preparation, response and recovery.
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FirstCall can deploy its strike management team and the appropriate number of experi-
enced security specialists to your site generally within 24 hours, providing comprehensive 
tactical experience that can save your company time, money and the diversion of valuable 
resources from daily business operations.

When you engage FirstCall, you can expect us to arrive organized and prepared, ready to 
provide professional security consistent with your customer service and business continuity 
objectives.

Every FirstCall security agent must pass a rigorous series of evaluations prior to employ-
ment. Our security teams present an effective line of defense as a deterrent to violence, 
confrontation or sabotage, and are trained in evidence gathering. FirstCall routinely 
provides the following services as part of our deployment:

   Security management and law enforcement liaison: A highly experienced,   
   self-managed, professional and well-organized management team will work as an  
   extension of your proprietary security department and labor relations team.

   24-hour perimeter protection: Our trained security specialists will ensure the   
    safety and security of your facility and its assets. 

   Picket line monitoring: In strict compliance with NLRB regulations, we use   
    state-of-the-art equipment to gather evidence for injunctions. FirstCall will provide   
    affidavits and is available to testify in court as needed. The presence of video equipment  
   can also serve as a deterrent to physical violence and property damage.

   Technical security countermeasures: To ensure the confidentiality of negotiations  
    and discussions, the team will sweep for listening devices.

   Personal protection: We can provide security for key management targets to and  
    from work, at off-site meetings or at their residence.

   “Safe passage” patrols and escorts: To ensure that non-striking employees,   
   vendors and customers are able to move freely into and out of facilities without   
    fear, consequence or disruption, the team will  conduct nail sweeps of roadways 
    and parking lots.

REMAINING OPERATIONAL DURING A STRIKE
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TRANSITIONING AFTER A STRIKE

A strike might be over once a settlement is reached and the picket lines disband, but there 
are certain important steps to be taken to optimize your business’s transition back to 
normality. FirstCall knows how to help companies regain equilibrium following a labor 
action by offering the following services:themselves confined to a prison cell. Once 
detained, it might take years for an executive to secure their release or face a court of 
law, with no guarantee of a fair trial. 

   Post-strike analysis to better synthesize and understand exactly what challenges  
    were faced as well as provide recommendations that will improve future contigency  
   planning.

   Investigative follow-up to assist clients with discovery and documentation around  
   any potential civil or criminal litigation. FirstCall’s field investigative team can establish  
   timelines and significant events, interview relevant witnesses and generate evidentiary  
   reports.
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ABOUT FirstCall CSS

FirstCall Corporate Security and Advisory Services is a global business advisory and risk 
management company providing personal protection, workplace stability, and crisis advisory 
services to Fortune 1000 corporate security departments and family offices. With 25 years of 
experience in emerging and high-risk markets plus regional offices in 16 strategic locations 
around the world, FirstCall delivers confidence and peace of mind by providing experienced and 
trusted security professionals. FirstCall provides highly personalized solutions in response to the 
challenges of doing business in today’s fluid, global marketplace.

25+ years of experience solving complex security problems on a global scale
Global capability built through an international presence
More than half the Fortune 100 served
In-depth understanding of social, political, and economic conditions in each market we 
serve
Proven ability to attract, train, and promote the most talented professionals in our 
industry

•
•
•
•

•

Interested in learning how FirstCall can help your company manage the threat of 
workplace violence? Contact us today at:

FirstCall Corporate Security and Advisory Services
One Sansome Street
Suite 3500 
San Francisco, CA 94104 - USA
Phone: +1 (415) 781-4300
Email:  mktglobal@firstcallcss.com
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